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For a system cons1stmg of the conduc
tion electrons and a localized spin which 
are coupled by the antiferromagnetic ex
change interaction, J<O, magnetic suscep
tibility due to the spin has been considered 
by several authors.ll• 2> The closed form 
solution of Suhl's equation (or Nagaoka's 
equation) for the scattering t matrix was 
found. 3>• 4> In this note, it will be shown 
that the magnetic susceptibility can be ex
pressed, in terms of the scattering matrix, 
in an analytic form and the obtained result 
agrees with the Hamann's result at zero 
temperature for spin 1/2 impurities. 

The Hamiltonian of the system is given 
by 

H = 2J ~ xCt"C/c" lc,p. 

where u is the Pauli matrix and ~ K is the 
one-electron energy measured from the 
chemical potential. In what follows, the 
degenerate ground state of Hand the un
perturbed degenerate ground state of H 0 

are denoted by /A) and /AO), respectively. 
Simple calculations show that the double 
time Green's function, which is defined by 

G ( ) - ( -i) f"' iwtdt Tcp.l,kp.' ,, w = (21!) Jo e 

X <A' I [Ckp.' (t), Ctp. (0) J+ /A) 

(] p.p.'(J l,l' + 1 
27r(w-~x) 27r(W-~x)2 

XT1p.'l',kp.l(w) for k>kF 

(kF is the Fermi wave number) and 

G- ( ) - ( -i) f"' iwtdt Tct<J.,kt<' ,, w = (21!) Jo e 

x<A'/ [Ct"~(t), Ckt<(O)]+/A) 

(] t<t<'IJJ.,J.' + 1 
27r(w-/~x/) 27r(w-/~x/)2 

xTf/p.').',kp.J.(w) for k<k:r I 
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are related at zero temperature to the T 
matrix of the one-particle (or one-hole) 
scattering state as follows,*l 

and 

where 

is the incident state of one-particle (or 
one-hole) state. Here we took the origin 

of the energy as HJJ.)=O and Holf/J~cp.l) 

=lgxl\f/J~cp.l>· Let us assume that Eq. (1) 
essentially holds at finite temperature.**l 
Then, we obtain 

= _ _!_J"" (f(ro) _ _!_)dro 
1T: -ro 2 

= _ _!_Jco (f(ro) _ _!_)dro 
1T: -ro 2 

(2) 

where f(ro) is the Fermi function. Equa
tion (2) reduces to 

<J.'12J c:"ck"IJ.>-<J.'Ol2J c:"ck"IAO> 
k k 

*l K. Kawamura already established this 
result at the meeting of physical society of 
Japan held in Hiroshima (1967). 

**l H. Suhl showed that this is correct by 
taking S-wave approximation [Physics 2 (1965), 
39]. 

+2J<k\ln@t@0 - 1 Jk)(Pt)p.l',p.l· (3) 
k 

Here we used the notations 

<iflkp.ll (w-Ht 1 lf/J~cp.l) 

= <kJ@8 Jk) (P0)p.l',p.< + <kJ@tjk) (Pl)p.l',p.< 

and 

<ifl%t~-<l (ro-H0)-1 \f/J%p.l)= <ki@0Jk'), 

where P 1 and P0 are the triplet and singlet 
projection operators 

cPt= (2S+1t 1 [S+1+ (S·u)], 

P0 = (2S+1)- 1 [S- (S·u)]) 

and J ¢>%",) denotes the unperturbed one
particle (or one-hole) state. Equation (3) 
comes from the following operator equa

tions: 

(ro-Ht 1 = :a> log(ro-H), 

log A= -log(1/ A), 

log(AP0 +BP1) =(log A)P0 + (log B)P1 

and 

Tr log AB=Tr log A+Tr log B. 

Making the S-wave approximation 

T~p.l,k'p.'l'(ro) 

o=t8 (ro) (P0)p.'l',p.<+tt(ro) (Pt)p.'l',p.l, 

we have 

(4a) 

where 

1 J(Bf(ro)) A n(2S+1) ~ drox 
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and 

Xlm ln( 1+F(w)tB(w)) 
1+F(w)tt(w) 

(4b) 

According to Suhl's work,5l the magnetic 
susceptibility x due to a localized spin is 
expressed by*l 

xlxo=1+2A, (5) 

where Xo is the free spin value. With the 
aid of the solution of Suhl's equation (or 
Nagaoka's equation), we have 

2 
xlxo= 1- n(2S+1) 

_ 1 (2S+ 1) (nG(T)) 
xTan 1-S(S+1) (nG(T))2 ' ( 6) 

where 

G(T)=(log * 
+J (1og JJ2 +scs+ 1)n2Y1 

and 

T x= 1.14D exp(- P&l), 
D and p denoting the band width and the 
state density of conduction electrons, re
spectively. Equation (6) includes the fol
lowing results: 

( T )-t 
x/xo=1- log Tx for T:J>Tx, 

I 2 ( (2S+1) ) 
X xo= 1 (2S+1) 1 - 2\log(T/Tx)\ 

for T~Tx, 

1 
x(Tx)/xo=1- (2S+l) 

*l H. Suhl took the approximation that the 
"renomalized" coupling constant fr defined by 
<.l.\Sz\.l.')=fr(Sz)).).' is equal to 1. In this ap
proximation, Eq. (5) is correct, 

and 

[x(T=oo) -x(Tx)] 

+ [x(Tx) -x(T=O)] =1. 
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